
Flow involved in the 
Clearance of Missing CreditsClearance of Missing Credits



In DDO Login

Listing out CPS Numbers along with the missing 
credits.

Link on the CPS Number takes to next page which 
provide options to clear the  missing credits of the 
selected Subscriber by furnishing the Amount, Sub 
A/c and Voucher No. 



Listing out the missing credits of the given CPS Number

Clicking the add will bring the page to enter all the details (New missing 
credits for a month /year ) as  specified in the next page. As soon as you save 
it is getting stored in the Temporary table. It can be edited by DDO till it is 
forwarded. Once it is forwarded, it could not be edited. 

Clicking the edit will bring the page to edit all the details as  specified in the 
next page. As soon as you save it is getting updated in the Temporary table. It 
can be edited by DDO till it is forwarded. Once it is forwarded, it could not 
be edited. 

DDO after entering all the details, forward the entries to the  concerned TO.

A report is being genearted at the time of forwarding. The DDO will take the 
print of the report and authroise by putting his/her signature and forward to 
TO.



Select Treasury and DDO where the data of current record is 
available.

Edit Existing Record



All the details are mandatory. As soon as the details are edited and 
saved it is getting updated in the Temporary table. It can be edited 
by DDO till it is forwarded. Once it is forwarded, it could not be 
edited. 

Edit Existing Record



Add New Record



DDO Finalize



DDO Forward to 
Treasury



PDF Report – List of 
missing credits 

records forwarded 
to Treasury



In Treasury  In Treasury  
Login



Forwarded missing 
credits from selected 

DDO.



Treasury Officers(TO) finalize Page. TOs can edit the details furnished. Once he verified the entries, 
he can select the entries for finalizeing and clicking the finalize button will finalize the entry. 



To Edit View



Treasury Forwarded 
to GDC 



PDF Report – List of 
missing credits 

records forwarded to 
GDC



In GDC LoginIn GDC Login



In GDC Login



GDC Officers Authorisation Page. Once he verified the entries, he can select the entries for 
Authorising and clicking the finalize button will finalise the entry. The entries are getting stored in 
the Adjustment table and the corresponding missing credits marked as cleared. 



SNO DDO CODE DDO NAME Total No. of 
Missing Credits 
submitted by the 
DDOs

No. of Entries 
approved by the 
Treasury Officers

Total Amount with respect to 
approved missing credit.

Contribution Arrear

1

2

3

ABSTRACT FOR MISSING CREDITS

4

5

Verified the particulars with reference to the Treasury Records and found correct.

Signature and Seal of the Treasury Officer




